BEFORE HEADING TO “HOT’LANTA” for SNA’s 71st Annual
National Conference this past summer, School Nutrition
recruited an elite team of selective detectives, aka school
nutrition operators who agreed to serve as undercover
“Secret Shoppers.” These volunteers were tasked with an
important mission: While sampling and surveying menu,
equipment and resource options for their own school and
districts, identify the products and companies they deem
most intriguing.
This annual project, now in its eighth year, allows
SN to bring you a well-rounded selection of peer-reviewed
products with great potential for your school meals
operations. Secret Shoppers identified nearly 200 products

that caught the eye, tempted the taste buds, sparked an
idea or solved a problem. More than 40 of these garnered
multiple (or especially passionate) mentions and are
highlighted in the following pages.
We thank our cool corps of volunteers for the
extra time they took traversing the “miles of aisles”
in ANC’s expansive Exhibit Hall. They hailed from all
parts of the country and represented all levels of the
purchase-influence chain from district directors to
managers to employees. With their refreshing critiques
and judicious commentary in hand, SN is pleased to
deliver this array of school nutrition products and tools
that simply sizzled. SN

SICO America
www.sicoinc.com

Are you furnishing a new cafeteria? SN Shoppers suggest that you will want to make SICO America a resource. The
company has dining tables and merchandising options for creating one-of-a-kind, attractive environments for your
students. “I love the logos on the tall tables,” comments one Shopper, “but the cool thing is they adjust to average height
and they fold flat for storage.” With almost 200 tabletop and bench laminates to select from in the company’s collection,
decor options can match virtually any school colors, themes or other custom looks. What’s more? A Secret Shopper
remarks “I love the optional accent guard on the seat - it adds additional color, and students won’t be able to stick gum
up in all those open spaces on the bottom of the slab.”
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